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Ventrella highlights alcohol week
By MARTYNILAND
staff reporter

Tony Ventrella talks a lot about selfconfidence.
The manner and style of the
KING-TV sports anchor exudes
confidence in himself and his abilities.
He gestures with his hands, speaks
proudly ofhimself andof his family and
when delivering his steady stream of
jokes,he never hesitates on a punchline.
His personality doesn't change, whether
he's having a private conversation,
addressing a group of college students
on the responsible use of alcohol or
describing the "Wrestling Hold of the
Week," a feature on his sports show.
These qualities were evident as he
addressedSeattle University students last
Wednesday as part of SU's Alchohol
Awareness Week. The 30 minute presentation, which was filled with the
kind of humor Ventrella's nightly TV
audiences have come to know and love,
expressed the idea that alchohol is a
crutch and that people can overcome
their problems by believing in
themselves, rather than turning to
alcohol.
A small crowd assembled at thelower
Chieftain at 11:30 a.m., waiting to hear
what many probably thought wouldbe

another dreary, didactic speech on the
evils of alcohol abuse. But Ventrella
surprised his listeners by talking about
things familliar to just about everyone:
family, love, support and self
confidence.
Thecrowd grew, as students and staff
on their way in for lunch noticed the
tanned individual, clad in white, and
seemed to say to themselves, "Hey,
that's Tony Ventrella! What's he doing
here?" They stopped to listen, and he
soon had them eating from the palm of
his hand.
As he spoke of his family in
Norwalk,Conn.,Ventrella recalled how
they loved to gather at holiday times,
share food and fun, and "...yell at each
other a lot, as Italian people often
d0...," all without the presence of
alcohol. His family set an example by
abstaining from alcohol, but never told
himit was wrong to drink. "My mother
told me, 'never go out and preach to
people, because they'll get sick of you.'"
Ventrella says he tries to do the same
today, by abstaining from social
drinking and by telling others how
fulfilling an alcohol-free life can be.
"I'm not so much against alcohol," he
said, "as I'm for a life without it."
Inhis speech, Ventrella also offered
these otherbitsof wisdom:

Bum cakes

Tony Ventrella spoke to the SU community on his feelings about alcohol abuse as
part oflast week's AlcoholAwareness Week. Ventrellais a local television sportscaster.
" "I had a beer in 1963. Iremember
just drank. So why are we drinking this

theoccasion... My first exposure to beer
camped out
was in high school when I
with a couple friends and they drank a
six pack. They spent the whole night
going into the woods to go to the
bathroom. Ithought, 'Wait a second,
now let me get this straight: we're
drinking so we can go and pee
somewhere. And it smells like what we

Freshmen of 1987 face
new core curriculum
ByMATTLABELLE
staff reporter

"Memebers" of the "legendary"rock band SpinalTap perform their classic "Big
Bottoms" at last week'sair band/lip synch contest. The event includedeight bands and
attracted about 250 spectators, according to ASSU Activities Coordinator Alex
Barashkoff. ASSU plans to holdsimilar contest quarterly. John Lankett took home $100
for placing first inlast week's contest.DavidEllinger placed second.

"

1

stuff?
" "Ihave a friend,a wonderful woman
with a greatpersonality, who lives with
a couple of guys who do drink. When
the Huskies lost in a poorly played
game against USC last week, she said
to me 'The guys had to go and have a
couple drinks because they felt bad

Corecurriculum changes for first-year
students are effective this fall after four
years of discussion and work by more
than 100 SU faculty andadministrators.
The new core cur- riculum requires
entering students to complete a
maximum of 73 credits in a particular
sequence composed of three phases.
Phase one courses deal with writing,
critical thinking, history and literature,
and are connected and taught in two
clusters of 10 credits each over two
quarters. Phase two combines
Philosophy of the Person and Social
Science courses. Phase three, which is
taken in the final year, includes an
interdisciplinary course dealing with a
contemporary issue and a senior
synthesis class and ties together liberal
arts classes and professional studies. A
one-hour,non-credit orientation seminar
is another addition to the core, and is
required of all first-year students.
One of the problems with the old
core, according to Bob Smith, science
professor,
was students taking
foundation courses in their senior year.
"Theold core had no direction," Smith
said. "We now have a tiered system"
with much more coherence. David
Leigh, S.J., Honors Program director,
who chaired the steering committee for
the past two years, feels the new core
will be a great improvement over its
predecessor. It will provide a base,
according to Leigh, in which a student

can "connect liberal studies to a major
and to eventual work after school." The
new core, which will be reviewed
annually for the next five years, "will
call for more active learning," Leigh
said. In other words, Leigh added, more
emphasis will be placed on oral and
writing skills. The uniqueness of the
new core is in its structure, according to
Leigh. By connecting the courses with
one another, and requiring them to be
completed in a specific order, Leigh
added, students should receive a greater
sense of "putting things together."
The uniqueness of the new core is in
its structure, according to Leigh. By
connecting the courses with one
another, and requiring them to be
completed in a specific order, Leigh
added, students should receive a greater
senseof "putting things together."
Ultimately, according to Leigh, SU
"make sure students have a
wellrounded liberal artseducation."
Smith, who was involved in a
steering committee created to provide
guidance for those involved in
rebuilding the core, knows the new core
is not without faults.
One problem area could occur in the
registration process. With all Freshmen
in one course at the same time, Smith
added, a greater number of course
sections may be necessary to keep up
with traditional SUclass sizes.
A special version of the four-year
curriculum will be prepared to meet the
needs of transfer students.
wants to

NEWS

ASSU candidates square off in finals

Mark Touhy

Rob Hobson

Benes Aldana

Benes Aldana and Rob Hobson
captured the top slots in Thursday's
ASSU freshman seat primary. The two
candidates are elegiblefor a runoff final
election scheduled today.
A total of 188 votes were cast.
Aldana won by a wide margin with 97
votes, while Hobson finished with 29,
Ashrafi with 26 and Mirghanbari with
21.
A primary election for transfer
students was not scheduled, as
previously reported in The Spectator,
due to an unexpected drop-out of
candidate Kevin Roberts, leaving the
race with only two candidates.
Polls will be open for final elections

for freshman and transfer seat candidates
from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. in the foyer in
theStudent Union Building, in front of
the University Services Building, and
Bellarminedorm.
Benes Aldana, 17, is currently
enrolled in the honors program and
wouldlike to usehis experience as high
school student body president and
representative to become involved and
create abetterstudent government.
Rob Hobson, 18, is currently a
pre-dental student in the Honors
Program. He states that he will go into
office with no preset ideas and will do
"what you guys want me to do, not
what Iwant to do."

Steve Cummins

Mark Touhy, 34, is a transfer
student from St.Leo's Collegestudying
public administration with a minor in
criminal justice. Touhy's leadership
experience comes from his service as
president of the Lake Stevens Junior
Athletic Club and from sitting on the
board of directors of the Bro Prison
Ministry. Touhy said he feels his
insight into the needs of transfer
students, and his leadership and
organizational skills qualify him for the
position. Items Touhy states he will
concentrate on will be working on the
transferability of credits, more financial
aid in scholarships on merit from other
schools, and organizing a transfer

student club.
Cummins, 19, is an
Steve
accounting sophomore from the
University Santa Clara. "Helping
students that willbe transferring so they
won't be uninformed of what the
university can do for them" will be one
goal that Cummins saidhe willaddress.
Transfer students should feel a part of
the university, stated Cummins, adding
that he will try to instigate a socialhour C
"
for transfer students. Cummins would
like to combine more club activities »
with ASSU events to increase r
attendance, stating that"SU is fantastic
because it is so diverse."
t

Candidates express views
By ANDREA SOULIER
staff reporter

"I will not disappear into the bowels
of the ASSU building," declared Rob
Hobson,candidate for the freshman seat
on the Associated Students of Seattle
University activities council, at last
week's candidates' forum.
Hobson, one of six candidates to
appear at the forum, was explaining to
attending stu- dents what would not
happenifhe wereelected.

■gmatl
xassesstartingsoon|

As a whole, the candidates felt the
Associated Students of Seattle University should function as a liason
between students and faculty, staff,
administration and other students. They
also emphatically agreed on theneed for
communication between themselves as
representatives and the student body in
order "to be aware ofall ideas,positions
and opinions," according to Shawna
Mirghanbari, another freshman candidate.
Other areas of common ground for
transferand freshmen candidates were the
issues of activities awareness and
involvementon campus.
"Transfers are uninformed. .they
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NOW HIRING. M/F

Summer & Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc.

CALL NOW:

206-736-0775 Ext. 419H

MeCp Keep "Your LiSraru QWBT
Students have been complaining
about the noise in Lemieux Library.
We need your help to make the library
a better place to study.
Please keep voices down. Remember,
the walls of the study rooms are not
sound-proof. Ifyou have a class in the
library, please be quiet when walking
through the building. THANKS!
TheLibrarians
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Miguel Gahn hits a high note on his air guitar during the solo from "The Ripper," a
Judas Priest song, at last week'sair band/lip synch show.

Vacations
are forworkfun!

Get your dental
done now!

GeneralandCosmetic Dentistry
from an oldSeattle U Grad.
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Confidence is Tony Ventrella's game
frompageone

about the loss. Isaid, 'I have an
interesting question. What would they
have done if theHuskies had won?' She
said, "They wouldhave gone out andhad
acoupleof drinksbecause they won.'"
" "Athletes as role models are a thing
of the past. They've always been
pampered and given special treatment
because of their talent. Only a handful,
maybe more than a handful, pay that
back to society. They can be good role
models, and they should be, but it's
their responsibility."
" Onbeer advertisements: "I'm asking
theadvertisers to doa disclaimer once in
a while, like on the cigatette packs
where it says 'if you smoke enough of
these, you're going to be dead in a few
years, but please keep buying them
because we want your money before you
die... Thebeer companies are saying the
same thing. 'We want as much of your
cash as we can get. If you drive down
the street and kill a couple of people,
you'll probably go out and have a
couple of drinks to get over it and we'll
still be getting your money.' Ventrella
praised the Coors company for their
campaign stressing responsibility when
1

drinking.
" On "Spuds McKenzie" products

mar- keted for children: "I think it's a
crime... We are just hammering our
youngpeople with this every day of the
week... It's sick. And kids are wearing
these shirts nowadays advertising this
stuff in the schools. How are they
supposed to know what's right or
wrong. Ithink it's very sad. I
have no
respect for the person who came up with
that advertisingcampaign."
" Ventrella noted that alcohol was not
the only thing people use as a crutch.
"There are some people... who have to
wear thecertain kindof sweater to feel
don't own a
like they're somebody... I
suit, I
don't even own a pair of dress
shoes. If I
can't get three quarts of oil
buy a sport jacket then I'm
where I
going somewhere else."
Ventrella, 43, has been working in
television since 1971, and has been at
KING since 1982. Heuses humor in his
sportscasts, he says, in order to attract
viewers who might not ordinarily be
interested in the sports segment of the
news show. Another reason for his
success, and the success of the number
one rated news show at 11 p.m., is his
ability to develop a rapport with his
fellow anchors on the set.
"I can talk to anyone," he says

proudly. He said that this talent comes
from his experienceas abarber. "In the
haircutting business, you have to work
closely with people. It's the same when
we'reon the air together. I've learned to
mix with a blend of personalities."
"When I
was little," he said, "I had
two main interests: stand-upcomedy and
wanted to combine the two."
sports. I
His journalistic career began in high
school, when he became sports editorof
the Wilton (Conn.) Bulletin. He kept
the job from 1963-1965. He attended
Norwalk (Conn.) Community College,
butdid notobtaina degree,leaving,and
opting for a radio job in Fort Wayne,
Ind.

Ventrella recently received a job offer
from a television network, but turned it
down in favor of a new five-year
contract with KING. He would not
disclosehis salary.
Although Ventrella has achieved
success as a TV personality, he says he
stillhas three goals for his professional
want to share my message
life. "First, I
about self-esteem. Second, Iwant to
turn it into a business. Third,I
want to
get into amateur theater."

Tony Ventrella adressed alcohol use and
abuse last week atSU.

Ventrella summed up his attitude
about life by saying: "What high is to
me is the way Ifeel every day of my
life. It's not some religious message. I
don't have a religious message— this is
me."

Alcohol studies pioneer sees alcohol attitudes adjust
By STEVECLARKE
staff reporter

James E. Royce, S.J., SU professor,
recognizedearly inOctober for 39 years
of distinguished service in the fight
against alcoholism,has seena change in
attitudes from the time when there was
"the old idea that you had to drink with
your customer to be successful," to the
point where "Perrier isnow acceptable."
Royce started a special topics course
on alcoholism in 1948, a time when it
was "looked on as a matter of moral
depravity," he recalls. Today, society
acknowledgesthe seriousand widespread
nature of alcoholism. Royce cites the
substantial number of professionals in
his classrooms, and says, "they now
know that they can't be good nurses or
psychologists or social workers unless
they get this specialized training."
Still, Royce sees large gaps in the
educating of Americans to the natureof
alcohol. Near the top of his list for
groups of people whoneed teaching are
the country's judges, who, he says,
"make so many dumb decisions because
theydon'tunderstand alcohol."
Royce, founder of the SU Alcohol
Studies Program, is quick to point out
that "we're not prohibitionists. Some
people just shouldn't drink." He adds
offhandedly, "Some people are addicted
to shellfish."
Royce's relaxed demeanor is no
accident. "I've always played a low
profile around here simply because I
didn't want to be written off as some
kind of a prohibitionistic nut," he says.
Refusing to moralize when discussing
alcohol,he says that "if you can drink,
fine."
Royce does acknowledge that the
social acceptability of drinking presents
problems when trying to make people
aware of the seriousness of alcoholism.
"A lot of people who wouldn't let a
heroin addict in their front room will
say, 'come on over-wellhave a drink,'"
he says.
Royce smiles as he discusses his own

past. "I'm a Gonzaga boy," he says. "I

grew up in sunny Spokane thinking I
couldn't live in rainy old Seattle," he

recalls. "Now I'm a real Seattlite and
loveit."
Roycereceivedhis bachelor'sdegreeat

Gonzaga University in 1939, to which
he added a master's degree a year later.
He stayed at Gonzaga to teach in
1940-41, after which he went to Loyola
University in Chicago, earning a Ph.D.
in psychology in 1945.
He then studied theology in
California. "I was ordained a priest in
1947," he says. Royce'sassignment to
teach at SU came as a surprise to him.
"Because my dad had taught there 30
years in the law school and everything," he had always figured that
Gonzaga wouldbehis base.
"I was assigned here in '48 and I've
been here ever since," he adds with a
smile.
Royce's mood turns serious when
speaking about the Catholic Church's
history of dealing with alcoholism.
Though a new attitude recognizing the
medical nature of the problem is "oneof
the big reasons for encouragement" in
the field, he notes, "for a long time they
just ignored it, and we still don't do
enough."
Of the Church in America, Royce
cites the fact that "many of the larger
archdiocese have very good alcohol
education programs," but he is unhappy
about what is going on in the Third
World. "Especially inCentraland South
America, Ithink the Church has done
almost nothing with regard to
alcoholism," he says, adding, "they have
a terrible drinkingproblem down there."
Royce points out that "many
clergymen are hard toeducate because so
many of them still have these old
moralistic ideas," but he emphasizes
that even the medical profession has
been slow to recognize the disease.
"Most doctors know nothing about
alcoholism," he says.
"It's a complex combination of
different causes," Royce says of the

roots of the problem. For a long time,
alcoholism was handled by most
well-meaning therapists as a "psychological disorder," he says, rather than a
sickness. "In fact," Royce notes with a
smile, "psychotherapy can drive people
to drink."
"The word is out now," Royce adds
hopefully. He mentions the growth of
Alcoholics Anonymous, whose number
of "happily sober" members are now in
the millions,and the expanding field of
alcohol education. The phenomenon of
student organizations on college
campuses throughout the country
stressing "wedon'thave to have alcohol
to have a good time" also encourages
him.
Royce conveys a sense of pride when
discussing his book, "Alcohol Problems
and Alcoholism," now in its 10th
printing, which he notes "is now the

standard text around the country."
Though heno longer ischairman of the
Alcohol Studies Program at SU, which
he founded in 1973,Royce still teaches
the survey course, which he plans to
keep doing "as long as the good Lord
have no intention
let's mekeep going;I

ofrolling over and playingdead."
"I'm emeritus now," Roycesays with
a smile, "which Ikeep telling people is
notLatin for 'retired.'"
As Royce rises at the end of the
interview, he calls attention to the
plaque hereceived earlier thismonth for
his distinguished service. "I'm very
pleased with it," he says.
On his desk areletters of inquiry from
as far away as Sri Lanka about the
program he started. Perhaps this is the
most telling indication of Royce's
lifelong contribution to his field.

New registrar plans to end
long waiting lines
By DIANAHOKENSON
staff reporter

Tired of standing in endless lines for
quarterlyregistration?
According to Seattle University's new
Registrar, Dannette Sullivan, that is
going to change by spring quarter.
Sullivan says a new touch-tone telephone registration system will make it
possible for students to register for
classes within the comfort of their own
living rooms.
"We are facing a revolution in
registration," Sullivan said.
David Kovanen,president of the 1776
Corporation, said, "Seattle University is
the very first school in the (entire)
northwest to have this automated
registration system.
The research for SU'snew touch-tone
registration system is being done by
SheliaHood, associate vice-president for
enrollment services. "In the long run,
this system will prove to be very

cost-effective," Hood said, "because the

administrative staff is already overloaded
with work. When this new system goes
into effect, we will be better able to
distribute other projects among them."
Hood adds, "Ourresearch indicates that
this system is a success."
The system iscalled Touch-TellClass
Registration.
The Touch-Tell system, given to the
university on a (try-out) basis, operates
with the student using a touch-tone
telephone. The student calls into the
systemby dialing a certain number and
an automated voice then asks for the
student to push his or her identification
number in. Further instructions are
given for punching in the class code
number,class title, etc.
"The best part about this system for
the student," Kovanen said, "is that the
student is officially registered instantly
compared with the old system whichhad
students waiting for several weeks for
see page twelve
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Renovation planned
By MONICA ALQUIST
staff reporter

Look into the future. What do you
see?
Besides graduation, you see that
Seattle University is planning to renovate thePigott Building, according to
John Eshelman, executive vice president.
Because the Registar's and Admissions' offices, which were located on the
second floor of Pigott, moved to the
newly remodeled University Services
Building, SU has decided to renovate,
according to Eshelman.
The renovation won't begin this
school year, said DenisRansmeier, vice
president for finance. SUdoesn't have a
time schedule for therenovation project.
"We are really at the early stages [of
planning]," explainedEshelman.
"At this point, it's [Pigott renovation]
anunfunded project," saidRansmeier. If
the school would suddenly receive $5
million, said Ransmeier, the project
could start right away.

The University does have money from
alumni pledges for the project, but
Eshelman says additional funding is
needed.
The renovation could include remodeling the open space on Pigott's second floor into offices for the Albers
School of Business, said Eshelman.
With the evacuation of Marian Hall,
some business faculty and the
education-doctorate faculty have been
scattered across campus.
Some business professors have moved
into theMadison Building temporarily.
The Education-Doctorate program has
moved to Campion Tower.
The Pigott classrooms are 30 years
old and no major repairs
have been
"
made, said Eshelman. They are not in
rotten shape," he said, "but neither are
they in the kind of repair they need to
be."
Eshelman's goal is "over the next few
years, we [SU] want to bring all the
instructional space up to date."
"If you're in the classrooms, youneed
to think in terms of the future, not just
of today," saidRansmeier.

The demolition of Marian Hall
review

Plans slow on Marian
By TASHA STEPHENSON
SpectatorReporter

Marian Hall will notbe torn down for
an additional two to three months.
"Itis nothing out of the ordinary; the
master plan just got bogged down a
bit," said Denis Ransmeier, vice
presidentof finance.
The city is requiring the building to
go through what is called the SEPA
review. "SEPA is a state environmental
property act required on buildings larger
than 4,000 square feet," said Jim
Klosterman, of Construction and
Development Services,Inc.(CDS). CDS
is helping the University through the
process of the SEPA review. The SEPA
act is an attempt to evaluate the

Issues debated in forum
frompage two

don't know what's going on." This
statement by transfer candidate Steve
Cummins echoed the sentiments of
Mirghanbari who felt a freshman newsletter isneeded to make freshmen aware
of activities and eventson campus.
The problem of serving a split constituency surfaced when specific issues
were brought up in questions from the
53 students at the forum.
The lone attending transfer student

will be delayed about two to three months due to a SEPA

candidate concentratedon issues suchas
transferring credits, financial aid and
scholarships, while freshman students
wanted information on the candidates'
qualifications, ideas for getting involved
and the candidates' availability to the
student body.
When asked later about the success
of the forum,DeMuth said, "Ihad hoped
for more participation from the studenv
body...but Ifelt, on the whole, that it
went very well."

enviromental impact on neighbors,
parking, etc., saidKlosterman. Itisalso
necessary that the demolition plans be
posted in the neighborhood so the
neighbors can have a say in what
happens.
"There are no neighbors on campus,
so the whole thing is a joke," said
Klosterman. After the review is
complete the city can approve or appeal
the demolition. "The whole process
should take about two to three months,"
said Klosterman.
There has been aconcern on campus
that the demolition was a problem
because of theasbestos.
"Asbestos is not a concern; itis fairly
regular for anyone taking down a
building (atpresent)," saidRansmeier.

Two great ways to cruise through the semester.
The hand on the left is poised on whatcouldbe the most essential pan
of your education.
A.Macintosh'" computer.
Andthehand on the right is grippingpure, simple,unadulteratedfun.
AHondaScooter. One we're giving away
All you have todofor a chance todrive it away isvisit your campus
computer centerand fill out an entry form. While you're there, take a
Macintoshfor a test drive.
BecauseMacintosh can help you write termpapers, categorize
elementsoftheperiodic table, plot the rise andfall ofpork-telly
prices, compile computer code, andtalk to other computers.
Andthefirst 250 people oncampus whogetbehind amouse, so
to speak, willreceive a freeApple* memo board.
S( ) head < iver t( > y<>ur campus c< >mputer center t(>day. Anda*k
about our Student FinancingProgram.
Whoknows? \bu may soon find yourself cruising a little farther
than you expected.
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A Test drive aMacintosh. You may
ona Honda Scooter. H<^

Enter September 24 - October 30
Seattle University
General Services

Certain restrictions apply;visit your campuscomputercenter for completepromotionaldetails. One free HondaElite'" 50 Scooter willbeawardedper participatingschool;allyregisteredstudentsand laculry are eligible to win. Oddsof winning varydepending
onsize ofschoolandnumber of contest entrants. Nopurchasenecessary Cl9B"7Apple Computer, Inc. Appleand the Applelogo areregistered trademarksofAprJte Computer, Ire Macintoshis a trademarkof AppleCompWCTjrc
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SPECULATION

lUDGE

NOT...

who your friends are, what your
opinions are, and what your lifestyle and
b theEditor:
moralethics codeconsist of.
try not to be a person given to snap
They come outin full force to protect,
;ments and generalizations. Itry to
defend and aid the people with visible
genetic abnormalities (at least in lip
c at all sides and to be objective,
service) whilecondemning, scorning and
vever, the recent editorials and some
persecuting
the...homosexual...The
he experiences from the classroom
campus have my soul crying out and
hypocrites live secure in their own
landing to be heard,
self-righteousness because they do not
commit murder, adultery or steal from
find myself forming opinions on first
others. But you also have not had to
ressions and making snap judgments.
So far Ihaven't been too far wrong,but I make a lot of life's difficult decisions;
you have never had innocent children
dislike the surface-image-as-value syndepend
on you for their survivalor had to
drome...! am finding it very difficult to
family
together while a drunken,
myself.
Continually
keep
a
love my neighbor as
spouse
violent
was trying to tear it
Ifind myself imploring Jesus to both
apart...
give me the strength to "love" the worst
If the presumption of Christianity
collection of hypocrites and the patience
holds,
then you must be treating others
to endure until thelove comes.Jesus said
way
you want to be treated. BUT,can
the
hypocrites
and Ithink I
to beware of the
your
lifestyle,
not
to
fall
not to mention your soul,
very
understand—it is
difficult
up
scrutiny?...
I
realized
I
was
stand
close
patterns.
into the same
to
May I
suggest you clean up your own
becomingjust like them.
backyard? I'll tend to my business— you
Jesus says, "Judge not lest ye be
judged" and they are out there just
tend to yours.
judging their little hearts out-on the
--Kathryn Appelberg
clothes you wear, what music you listen
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A matter of degree
By JUDYLEWIS
opinion editor

The intellectual snobbery is getting a little deep around here. What set me off was a
statement by a faculty member implying that community colleges are the equivalent of
high schools. The instructor also asserts thanan Associate of Arts Degree is not a degree
at all.
Anyone whohas earned the "phantom" A.A. at a two-yearschool knows better than to
compare it with high school. There are no social promotions at community colleges.
There is no spoon-feeding or hand-holding. Classes do not become disorderly or
argumentative because theinstructors arein charge.
Todismiss the value of the A.A.is to insult gifted instructors who would rather teach
than write books. It's also a slap in the face to students who want a genuine education
more than they want an impressivebumper sticker from a prestigious school.
A degree from a two-year school means that the graduate has successfully completed at
least 90 credits,most of which are earned in survey courses. Manypeople whoattend
community colleges work under the handicap of being the first in their families to try
for a degree. They are in a foreign environment with no road map and no emotional
support. They know they will have to get more than an A.A. to get a foothold on the
lower rung of the middle class, but that Associate of Arts (or Associate of Science)
Degreeis an important milestone ona very difficult journey.It acknowledgessignificant
accomplishment andis not to be shruggedoff like a summer camp merit badge.
We interrupt this diatribe for animportant announcement:
Your opinion editor has found an amazing cure for obesity.It's called food poisoning.
It's available at any commercial establishment where dairy andeggproducts areallowed
to stand at room temperature forextended periods of time.
I
lost six pounds in less than eight hours as a result of ingesting approximately two
tablespoonsful of sour cream and "billions andbillions" of bacteria on a baked potato
last Thursday afternoon. Not only did Ilose weight, I
also helped to reverse the stock
marketdecline byboosting sales of paperproductsby 100 percent.
Have you ever seena kitty flattened by a 16-wheeler on the freeway? It looks like a
cat-shaped throw-rug. That's how Ifelt. On one of my many trips to the facilities, I
noticed at least a dozen urban vultures (crows)perched on the telephone line outside my
window. They know carrion when they seeit.
It took about 12 hours anda large bottle of Pepto-Bismol to bring it under control, so
by late Friday morning Ithought Iwas okay. Wrong. Icouldn't even watch soap operas
because they run food commercialsevery threeminutes.
I
should have listened to my mother. She's always warnedme againsteatingcertain
things in restaurants. She's never mentioned sour cream as a specific culprit, but her list
includes egg salad, cream pie,anything with mayonnaise in it,cream of whatever soup,
cheese cake, fishand entrees that whimper when pierced witha fork.
Ihope this column doesn't seem any more tasteless than usual. If the original
garbage-gut could get this sick, amore sensitiveomnivore couldland in a hospital due
to nothing more than careless grazing. As Sgt.Esterhaus of "Hill Street Blues" used to
say, "Becareful out there."
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Bilingual? Interested in learning about career

opportunities in Japan?
Shushoku Joho, the employment journal of
Japan, provides information on opportunities
wilh P^stigious Japanese and foreign capital

"

companies operating in Japan.
T° receive the latest news in career opportu
nities in JaPan' free of charge, please dial
(800) 423-3387 in California; (800) 325-9759
ou'side California.
A service of Recruit us A " lnc"
We Communicate Opportunity
Note: This publication is written in Japanese.

WITHEXPRESS CHECKING,
THERE* NOFEEFOR USINGSEAFIRST
CASHMACHINES.
Express Checking" makes an excellent
charged an extra fee if your balance takes an
introduction to student economics.It cuts the
unexpecteddip.
cost of banking, but still gives you all the service
And you can open your Express Checking
you need. All for a flat monthly fee of just $3?
account with as little as $100.
You11 enjoy unlimited usage at more than160
Seafirst is also your studentloan center,
beafirst Cash Machines across the state- with no offering college financingoptions that include
Cash.Machine fees.
GSL, PLUS and SLS loans and CollegeLine"
What s more, you can write seven free checks
For more information on Seafirst student
a month. And theres no minimumbalance require- loans,
us a call in Seattle at 583-3615.
*Other feesgive
'such as check orders, usingnon-Seafirst cash machinesand writing
ment, SO yOU don'thave tO WOrry abOUt being
overdrafts, may apply.
3

(X)*SEAFIRSTBANK
Expect excellence:"'""
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Bathhouse's interpretation stands up strong

The performances in the play are, for
the most part, solid. lago (Allen Galli)
is particularly good and is also
evil— perhaps even a devil. He is a man
whom everyone trusts because he
appears trustworthy. The weak link in
the performances (atleast on the night I
saw the play) is, unfortunately, Othello
(G. Valmont Thomas). His presence in
the first thirdof the play was not strong
enough to establishhis heroic character,
therefore,his strong performance in the
scenesof jealousrage lost impact. Since
thehero wasn't so heroic,the tragedy of
his fall is lessened considerably.
Despite its few problems, Istrongly
recommend seeing the Bathhouse's production. It is a powerful play about
powerful human emotions; it is a solid
production. "Othello" continues to play
at the Bathhouse Oct. 27 through Nov.
7, Thursday through Saturday evenings
at 8 p.m. Thereare a variety of ticket
prices. Call the box office at 524-9108
for further information.

By LIZ FOUNTAIN
staff reporter

The Bathhouse Theatre has a
reputation for "doing things" to
Shakespeare.Under Zaslove'sdirection,
they have put "Macbeth" in the Wild
West, the lovers of "Midsummer
Night's Dream" in the 19505, and have
set "Twelfth Night" in the roaring
twenties. So what would they do to
"Othello?"
What Zaslove and his company did
was to make Othello a Marine. Set in
the 19405, Othello is a black Marine
hero commanding a battalion that goes
to Cyprus to defend it against an
onslaughtby the Turks. Youcan already
anticipate some of the trouble that the
modern setting gets the production into;
there are other serious distractions as
well. But surprisingly, one gets used to
the setting, and it works. The setting
allows a contemporary audience to

Thomas) listens fatefully to lago (Allen
Galli) in the Bathhouseproductionof "Othello."

Othello (G7 Valmont

immediately understand the male
relationships in the play in the military
background. This is important because

it helps us to understand why Othello
would trust lago-- they are old Marine
buddies.

NewestBroadwayrestaurant revs towardsuccess
By VILMA J. TENNERY
staff reporter
Testaßossa, Capitol Hill's newest
eatery which opened Aug. 18, special-

izes in Chicago stuffed pizza, and also
offers other tantalizingdelights to whet
appetite.
Three factors went into naming the
staurant at 206 Broadway E., said
owner Andrea Williams. "The name
itself means redhead inItalian.I'm a red
head. A relative's love for the Italian
sportscarFerrari Testarossa was also an
influence,"she said.
Williams moved to Seattle from
Chicago in 1981 to study at the
University of Washington. After
spending a year as a clinical audiologist,
Williams said she turned to the
restaurant business because she "loves
eating and cooking." Also, "there was a
definite hole in the market for stuffed
pizza," she continued.
Williams says the pizza pie has two
thick crusts stuffed with different
combinations, such as spinach, ricotta,
walnuts,pesto, pine nuts and sun-dried
tomatoes, whichare all developed from
her own recipes.
My introduction to Chicago stuffed
pizza came on a Saturday night. The
flight of stairs leading to the eatery
found patrons enjoying outside patio
dining and taking in Broadway's night
life.

tie's

Absent are red-checked tablecloths and
typical Italian decor. There is an air of
sleekness about the high-tech interior. A
glass case displays several bottles of
wine and beverages. White walls and a
curved ceiling lendabalanced contrastto
the contemporaryblue andred splashed
artwork. Baskets line a shelf and terra
cotta pots decorate the floor.
My friends and Iwere seated across
from the noise and activity of the open
kitchen. This view engages me with the
friendlybanter of the workers,especially
one sporting ahead scarf thatresembled
a Japanese flag.
The service is friendly and efficient as
Edwin,our busboy,attends to our water
glasses (no water shortage here) and
Michael,our waiter, takes our order.
My dinner companions selected the
Rotini with Pesto, which includes a
green salad and Focaccia (a basket of
fresh-baked Italian flatbread with olive
oil, garlic and rosemary). The Rotini's
mixture of basil,garlic, virgin olive oil,
pine nuts and walnuts were well
pronounced, with extra kudos to the
flatbread.
Deciding on the sausage, roasted red
peppers, and montrachet (cheese) stuffed
decided to add the
pizza,my friend and I
Salad
our
dinner.
House
to
The artistically arranged salad is
served in a glass bowl with an equal
mushrooms,
amount of sliced carrots,

Capitol Hill's newest eatery towers over Broadwaypatrons

redand green leaf lettice,black olives,
mozzarella cheese with a green onion
and crunchy soy nuts. The creamy
tarragon dressing has the correct
consistency to carry off the crisp and
fresh taste of this delightful salad.
Our pizza arrived with a built up
2-1/2 inch crust surrounding it. While
there was an adequate amount of
montrachet, I
couldn't quite discern the
sausage. The mild-flavored sauce needed
more spice for my taste but the
avalbility of red pepper flakes could
remedy this somewhat. (Go easy on
them, they are hot-possibly the reason
for the water refills). To accompany our
meal, we chose a bottle of Classico
Banfi Chianti, which is a smooth ,
mellow wine.
Just a taste of the exquisite cheesecake
sent sighs of "mmm..." around our

1

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO w
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

And they're both repre- I P^^B
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ARMY NURSECORPS.BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

table. But the Cassata, a chocolate
covered pound cake with creamy
chocolate chip filling, was
disappointing in its dryness. We
concluded our sumptuous meal with
cups of tasteful aromatic coffee am
agreed that the evening was a success.
Testaßossa serves appetizers, salad
and other pasta entrees as wellas single
crust pizzas with a varied winelist am
beveragessuch as Koala mineral water ;
with fruit juice and espresso.
Mini gtuffed pizza specials top the
lunch menu and take out orders aro
available as well. Meals are affordablt
ona studentor faculty budget.
The Testaßossa hours: Tuesda;
through Thursday, 11a.m. to midnight
Friday through Saturday, 11a.m. u<
la.m., Sunday, 4p.m. to midnight, and
closed Monday.

-- CONDO FOR SALE --

WALKING DISTANCE TO SEATTLE U.
Spacious 2 bedroom, 2 bath unit inexcellent security building with secure
deck,
parking. Huge Kitchen w/eatingarea, formal dining room, fireplace,
Bonus-easy
washer/dryer, and MORE! Excellent value at $69,500.
assumable loan at 11.5%...n0 loan fees!
ADMIRAL REALTY 935-4400.
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SCOTT COSSU at Jazz Alley,
9 p.m.
ALWAYS AUGUST AND
F-HOLES at the Vogue, 9:30
p.m.

TriadEnsemble openerstirs emotions

I

Thursday Oct. 29

LONG NGUYEN AND
DANCERS ath Broadway
Performance Hall, 8 p.m.
TAIL GATORS at the Ballard
Firehouse, 9:30 p.m.

Friday Oct. 30

SHATTERED MACHINE
AND SECRET WAR at the
Lincoln Arts Center,9 p.m.
THAT PETROL EMOTION
at the Moore, 8 p.m.
NIGHT OF THE SINGING
DEAD WITH MEMBERS
DRESS,
RED
OF
SQUIRRELS, PRUDENCE
DREDGE,
A
COUSTINAUTS,
COWBOYS,
FASTBACKS...AND MORE
at The Backstage, 9 and 11:30
p.m.
RAZORBACKS at the Owl,
9:30 p.m. I

-
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Saturday Oct. 31
LONG NGUYEN AND
DANCERS at Broadway
Performance Hall ,8 p.m.
SCOTT COSSU at Jazz Alley,
9 p.m.
BELLA DOVADOVICH
AND DMITRY SITKOVETSKY DUO RECITAL at
Meany Hall 8 p.m.
ALL HALLOWS EVE
PARTAY at the Vogue, 9:30
p.m.
F-HOLES at Squid Row, 9:30
p.m.
Sunday Nov. 1

NGUYEN AND
DANCERS at the Broadway
Performance Hall, 8 p.m.
DINOSUARS, JACK OF
ROSES AND RAGING
MAGGOTS at Parkers, 7:30
Sfc
p.m.
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Unusual Gifts andProductsmade
by artists. Call 623-0493.
U-2 LAZER SHOW OPENS
at the Pacific Science Center.

Tuesday Nov. 3

THE RICH HALLEY
SEXTET at New City.

By MARSHA EDSCORN
staff reporter
Tenessee Williams cleverly combines
drama and comedy in "A LovelySunday
forCreve Coeur."
A quartetof actresses portray the lives
of single women struggling to
emotionally and physically survive
during the post-depression era. Their
simple lives are bound together with
loneliness as a common demominator.
As the storyline crescendos, each
woman is confronted with her trivial,
yet, meaningfulproblem.
With so little to work with as far as
props and stage, the actresses managed
to draw the audience in. The characters
stir mixed emotions, ranging from
sympathy and irritation, to joy and
sadness.
Boday (Jayne Taini) and Dorthea
(Marilyn Olson) dorm together in a
small efficiency apartment in the west
end of St. Louis. Boday is an energetic
"hausfrau" who diligently tends to the
homemaking and Dotty's love life. As
sheprepares for a picnic at Creve Coeur,
she incessantly demands that Dotty
accompany her, because her brother
Buddy will be there. Boday adores the
idea of bringing Buddy and Dotty
together in wedlock, but she has
romantic ideasof her own.
Dotty awaits a phone call as she tends
to her figure with constant "hip
swivels." This southern belle teacher
fantasizes of becoming the wife of
principal Ralph Ellis, who "should be
calling any minute."

Dorothea(Marilyn Olson) andBodey(Jayne Taini) chat in TriadEnsembleproduction
of "A Lovely SundayFor CreveCoeur."

As Bodey and Dotty pass the day
away with their dreams, Helena
(Elizabeth Tucker) pays the women a
visit. Helena is a well polished woman
from her attituedsdown to hershoes.
She winces at the thought of entering
their "dwelling" but she must tend to
her unfinished business. Helena spends
the day convincing Dotty to share a mid
town apartment, by pointing out all the
benefits. The only benifit Dotty sees is
a decent place to entertain Mr. Ralph
Ellis.
Sophie Gluck (Maureen Miko)
contributes to the ensemble with her
unusual character. To Helena, Sophie is
an "unknown creature of demented
appearance." With her frail mind and

Through uproars of constant
comotion and bickering, you want to
cry and laughalong with the actresses as
they confront their loneliness and
shattered dreams, all in a Sunday
afternoon.
Unfortunately, Williams' production
is no longer playing. However, under
the direction of Victor Janus/., the Triad
Ensemble isa newly formed non-profit
professional theatre Co. that will be
putting on more great productions like
this through April. For more
information on the upcoming Triad
Ensemble productions, call 283-0363.

"Hanging Out" wears out passe cliches

By STEVE CLARK

staff reporter
One might assume that a film which
borrows from "Bullitt," "Footloose" and
"Back to the Future" should at least be
fun, especially if its cast includes alead
actor with goodtiming andcharisma and
if the project is backed by a company as
established as the DeLorentis Co.
But,alas, this is not so, as we see in
the new film "Hanging Out," which is
all these things andless.
"Hanging Out," which stars John
Cryder, begins as a thriller involving
three stockbrokers whose imminent
testimony for the prosecution, in a trial
dealing with Wall Street intrigue, makes
them targets for the defendant's hired
guns.
This subplot lasts for about half an
hour and includes some truly

Mexican
Restaurant
§£\

well-crafted but unlikely chase and
shoot-em-up scenes. In the process,
director Bob Giraldi takes care to
illustrate the expensiveand predictable
trappings of the stockbrokers' Yuppie
existence. Cryder's character drives a
Maserati, and passes time while in
protective custody by playing Trivial
Pursuit.
But just when the audience is sure
this movie isof the Yuppie subculture,
Giraldi throws in a chase scene, and
quickly transforms it into a high school
movie.
Cryder's character runs from mob
hit-men and flees to a small town where
he has relatives. He shaves his beard,
buys some old clothes, dyes his hair
blonde, andenrolls in high school under
the name Maxwell Houser (quit
groaning-there's more).
The new student is so popular that
he's picked by the cool kids as their
candidate for president of the senior
class, and soon the cutest girl in school
(played by Annabeth Gish) is giving
him "goo-goo eyes" and making
awkward passes evidently designed to
embarrass the whole film industry.
But "Maxwell,"never one to attract
mm
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SERVINGLUNCH & DINNER 6 DAYS A WEEK
OriginalMargaritas, Cocktails, Beer & Wine
ORDERS TO GO
Thurs.-Sat.11:30-9:45 Mon.-Wed. 11:30-8:45
1001 E.Pike (Corner ofPike & E. 10th) 324-6211
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"The Best Original Mexican Food in Seattle"
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body, Sophie demands attention by
using aGerman jibberish dialogue.
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attention to himself while hired killers
are scouring the country in search of
him, tries to discourage the kids whoare
plastering his picture all over school. At
night, he slips back into the school
where,before curling up in a secluded
corner to sleep, he routinely roller
skates around thehalls and screams into
the school intercom system.
At this point the audience is begging
for a return of the hit-men. Every
teenage stereotype,from nerds to jocks
to a token rap number, has been
"explored," and anyhope that thekillers
will turn the film back into a thriller
bursts.
Those who never see this movie,
however, will miss theheroics of John
Cryder, whose performance in the face
of a script that isanalbatross aroundhis
neck, and in some of the most wretched
acting (especially in the teachers' parts)
in screen history, is well worth noting.
Cryder's efforts make some of the
scenes in "Hanging Out" almost
pleasant, but the insistence of the
producer and director to stick to
predictable formulas and cliches that
have made money in the past robs this
picture ofa life of its own.

OAJB&D|stothEQUE

this weekend
Free Admission with this
Ad & Valid S.U. I.D.
18& Over
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Sensational Saturday
Women nip OSU

Men score 2-1
overtime win

By MARTY NILAND
sports editor

By DAVID SPRIGGS

Timnit Ghermay gave the Seattle
University Lady Chieftains the only
goal they would need, and the SU
defense, led by goalkeeper Lorie Wilbur,
held Oregon State scoreless, as the SU
women defeated the Beavers 1-0 on the
intramural field last Saturday.
Ghermay's third goal of the season,
assisted by Christine Marinoni,came 30
minutes into the game. Wilbur and the
defense took over from there, as the SU
goalie had 10 saves while the rest of the
defense frustrated OSU's scoring at-

staff reporter

The GonzagaBulldogs fell prey to the
scoring of Robert Alamillo and the
goaltending of Kevin Ehlers last
Saturday, as the Chiefs pulled out a 2-1
overtime victory.
The win was the Chiefs' second
straight, and raised their record to 3-8
overall, 2-5 in Northwest Collegiate
Soccer Conference Play.
In the game, (the first game of an SU
doubleheader that included men's and
women's games), Gonzaga scored on a
defensive miscue latein the first half.
The Chiefs opened the second half
with a barage of shots.
Gonzaga's luck lasted until midway
through the half, when Rob Natoli
scored on across-field pass from James
Gomperle to even the game at 1-1.
Despite continued pressure from the
Chiefs, the score stood until the end of
regulation time, forcing theChiefs' first
overtime of the season.
The first 10-minute overtime period
beganin the same fashion as the second
half. Gonzaga waslucky the SUoffense
was missing shots, but not lucky
enough. SU's game winner came from
Alamillo,as henetted his fourth goal of
the season five minutes into the period.
The Chiefs hungon in the second half
of overtime to score their second win in
as many days.
Friday's against the Whitworth
Pirates, who had defeated the Chiefs 6-0
on Sept. 12, saw Alamillo break a
scoreless deadlock midway through the
second half. Alamillo took a punt from
Ehlers, dribbled through the Whitworth
defense and hammered the ball into the
net.

The Chiefs got off to a slow start in
the first half, according to coach Brett
Lawlor. But Lawlor said his team picked
up in intensity. "We really got rolling
well in the second half. The players
were playing with the intensity they
needed"
Sunday, the Chiefs went to Husky
Stadium to take on the University of
Washington. Lawlor said his team was
feeling the effects of playing for the
third day in arow. The teamcontended
with tired legs and injuries most of the
game. The Huskies scored two goals on
penalty kicks in the first half, but an
injured and weary Chieftain team
succumbed in the second half,fallingby
a final score of8-0.

tempts.

SU's Angus Me Donnell and a Gonzaga player head for the ball in the Chiets
overtimewinover the Bulldogs.

see pageten

Women's freshman goalie stands firm

ByMARTY NTLAND
sports editor

One of the primary reasons for the
improvement of the 1987 Seattle
University Lady Chieftain soccer team
over last year's squad is the addition of
goalkeeper LoneWilbur.
Last Saturday,Wilbur scoredher first
shutout as an SU goalie, as the Lady
Chiefs defeated Oregon State University
1-0.
With Wilbur in the goal, SU had not
allowed more than four goals in a
Northwest Collegiate Soccer Conference
game this season, until last week's 10-1
loss to the University of Washington.
According to coach Cindy Breed, the
18-year old freshman from Wasilla,
Alaska is one of the most talented and
experienced players on the team. She
has been kicking a soccer ball around
ever since she was 5,and began playing
in the Wasilla Youth League at age 8.
She went on to play for Wasilla High
School, where she was team MVP in
her junior and senior years, and in
several women's teams in Anchorage.
"Soccer is areal big deal up there. They
have about 15 (teams) for women in
Anchorage," she said. During that time,
Wilbur became adept at several
positions and many aspects of the game,
as she would later prove.
At age 16, Wilbur played concurrently
with two AlaskaGold Strikers teams, as
they toured Norway, Sweden and
Denmark. She played goalie on the

I
LET'S GET PERSONAL.
Are you feeling lost and lonely?
J
Do you want to meet lots of people on campus? A
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"They didn't have a lot of shots on
goal," said left halfback Shawna
Mirghanbari. "We outshot them and we
definately outplayed them."
The win raised the women's record to
2-8 overall. Since the game was a

Take a bold step and put your feelings in print.
Place a personal ad in the Spectator.
Call 626-6850.

{

16-and-under team, and played fullback
on the 18-and-under team. She has
received another invitation to play for
the Gold Strikers, but is not sure if she
will accept.
Following graduation from high
school, Wilbur returned to the
Anchorage Women's League and
displayedher versatility,playinggoalin
the first half of games, then playing
center in the second half. This
experience further prepared her for her
next challenge, the National Olympic
Trials last summer. Shemade it through
local competition in Anchorage, then to
the regional finals in Spokane before a
thumb injury forced her to withdraw.
While she was in Washington for the
Olympic trials, she visited SU. After
talking with assistant soccer coach Trish
Millines, Wilbur, who had not been
recruited by many schools,decided that
SU would provide her with the best
opportunity to play.
Wilbur says the team has improved
over the course of the season. We've
come a long way since our first game,"
she said. But being a talented player on
a developing team is nothing new to
her.
She said her high school team was
similar to this year's SU team. We lost
some games because we were
developing," she explained, "but we
learned from the experience,"

Freshman Lorie Wilbur uses the IM field's
wall to sharpenher skills.

WANTHD-CASE AIDES

Department of Child and Family Services (DCFS)is recruiting
students for Case Aide positions under the State Work Study
Program.

Applicants must be 18, possess a valid Washington State Driver's
License, speak English well andbe interested in working with
children,parents, andcaseworkers ina public agency. People
with clerical skills are also being sought.
Hours are flexible. We pay $6.00 an hour for up to 19 hours per
week. Locations inSeattle, Kent andBellevue.
Contact your work study office at the Career Development Center,

296-6080.
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sSailors
mi h i s &
stay strong
By MARTYNILAND
sports editor

The SU sailors continue to be
successfulin their first year as a varsity
team. The nautical Chiefs came away
with two more strong finishes in their
last two regattas. Last weekend they
took fourth place in a field of 11
sckools at the Timme Angston Eliminations at the Royal Roads Academy in
Victoria, B.C.
On Oct. 17-18, TimVerharren piloted
his way to a six place finish for the SU
sailors in the Single Handed Eliminations, held last weekend at Vancouver,
BC. Aki Mishima finished 15th in the
field of 16.
The crew of Tim Verharen and
StefphanieRasic placed third three times
in six races, while the "B" crew ofDirk
De Meester and Kelly Shea put in a

i i i: i n nn

performance of the day.
The Chiefs totalled 53 points at the
regatta, finishing behind the University
of Washington, who finished with 29,
Western Washington University, who
finished with 35, and the University of
Victoria, who finished with47 points.
TheOct. 17-18 single-handedeliminations consisted of 14races over the two
day period. Contestants were scored
according to their finish from 1point
for first to 16 points for last. Verharen's
74 pointperformance over the two day
period was highlightedbya second place
in Saturday's secondrace.
Contestants took turns using different
boats, which were supplied by each
team. According to SU coach Steve
Gerrish, the high winds tended to favor
heavier sailors, putting Mishima, who
is slight in build, to a disadvantage.

Alamillo sparks offense
By DAVID SPRIGGS
staff reporter

Sports Calendar
Oct.28

Intramural volleyball: Last Champs vs. Fine YoungCannibals, Budda
Pigs vs. Up &Coming-6pjn..Henry vs. Just Want to Play-7p.m., Connolly
Center.

Men's soccer vs. SeattlePacific University-8p.m.,Memorial Stadium.
Oct. 29
Intramural football: StaffInfection vs. ChuggaKegga Bru-2:15 p.m..
PhysicalGrafitti vs.Islanders 11, PentHouse Players vs. FightingKarp-3:30 pjn.
IntramuralField.
Intramural volleyball: LittleKimgs vs. Scrapers,SimplySmashing vs.
May10 Call-6 p.m..TheHuskcrs vs. D"Naybuhud,Playersvs. MathosPathos-7
p.m.,ConnollyCenter.

0ct.30
Women's soccer at Simon-Fraser University. TBA,Bumaby,B.C.
Oct. 31
Intramural football: Schappy's vs. Suicidal Tendencies,Golden Silencers vs.
Ikaika-9 a.m.. Length&Girthvs. BadGradsII10:15 a.m.
Women's soccer at Iniversity of British Columbia. Ip.m. Vancouver,
B.C.
Men's soccer at Western Washington University. 3 p.m.Bellingham,
Wa.
Nov. 1
Intramural football: Islanders vs. Snails, Air Irish vs. Inhumans-9 a.m.
NAACP vs. Schtinky Fingers 10:15 p.m.

Nov. 2
Intramural Volleyball: Just Want to Play vs. Fine Young Cannibals,Last

A

Dribbling down the sidelines, Robert
Alamillo,reminds one ofa young Pele'

Champs vs.Up &Coming-6p.m..Henry vs.Buddha Pigs,FirmBumps vs The
Roadwarriors,TerminatorsU vs. AMDG's-7p.m..PISOIslanders vs.Predators,
Gah-bage vs. FOAD-8 p.m.,Connolly Center.

or of former Seattle Sounder winger
Tommy Hutchinson. As the SU
freshman gracefully advances to the
middle of the field,images of soccer's
World Cuphero Diego Maradona come
to mind.
He adeptly eludes slide tackles and
skillfully passes to a teammate streak-

Nov.3
Intramural Football: StaffInfection vs. Rebels onsth-2:15 p.m..Physical
Graffitti vs. Islanders JJ, PentHouse Players vs. FightingKarp-3:30 p.m..Intramural

Next Week:

The Spectator's 1987-88 men's and women's

basketball previews
Alamillo'sball handling skills have helped
the Chiefs this season.

Robert Alamillo (left) has been the
sparkplug ofthe Chieftainoffense this year.

ing down the center of the field.
Alamillo reflects the attitude of his
home state, Hawaii. The easy going,
roving wingerplays soccer with finesse
and style. Power and strength are last
resorts for the SUChieftain booter.
style in
He contrasted the playing
"
Hawaii to that of SU; (In Hawaii) we
usually play a fast ball," he said."These
guys tend to slow it down alot"

Ski team
warms up
The SU intercollegiate ski team is
currently on dry land, training Mondays
and Fridays from 3-5 p.m. and Wednesdays from noon-2 p.m. Snow
training will start on Tuesdays and
Thursdays in mid-November. The team
competes in Giant Slalom and Slalom
in alpine, and 15 km, 10 km and a
4xlokm relay innordic racing. Thereare
five spots each for men and women on
the alpine and nordic teams. Call Mike
Dahlem at 296-6400 for more information.
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According to BrettLawlor, SUmen's
soccer coach, Alamillo "has come a
long way since the beginning of the
season. He is playing a lot more aggressive up front." The prospect of
Alamillo becoming an impact player is
good. Lawlor states, "He and Joel Wong
give me two strong players to build
[with] which is what I
need."
Heand Wong, another freshman from
Hawaii, have teamed on several goals
this season. They named their successful
collaboration the "Hawaiian Connection."
mmma

SU women top OSU
-*-

frompagenine

non-league contest, they remained 0-3 in
Northwest Collegiate Soccer Conference
play.
The women's third NCSC loss came
in an 8-1 loss to the University of
Washington on Wednesday,Oct. 21.
UW took the lead with an early goal,
but the Lady Chiefs tied the game 15
minutes into the first half, as Marinoni
took a pass from LauraLubash and put
it in the net. "She biffed the ball to me,
Ikicked it, and it kind of piddled into
the goal," said Marinoni,describing the

play- The goal was the SU women's
first since the Alumnae game on Sept.%
30, and broke a league scoreless streak
dating back to last season.
The Chieftain women now head for
Canada, where they will take on
National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics rivals Simon-Fraser and the
University of British Columbia. Coach
Cindy Breed says she expects physical
games from the Canadian teams. "That
style of play is usual for teams from
Canada," she said.

ui/>u
ni\»n

PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK.
Air ForceOfficer Training School
is an excellent start to a
challenging career asan Air
ForceOfficer. We offer great
startingpay, medical care, 30
days of vacation with pay each
year and management
opportunities. Contact an
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School canmean
for you. Call
1-800-423-USAF Toll Free

part-time

Now Hiring:
Crew Position/Delivery Drivers
Godfather'sPizzahas IMMEDIATEOPENINGS for highenergy people who are
interestedin a positionwithgrowth opportunities.Excellent opportunity for students or
people who wantextraincome throughpart-time work or as a second job.
We offer an excellent trainingprogram,paid vacation, freemeals, and freeuniforms.In
addition,drivers'compensationincludes mileagereimbursement,incentiveprograms,and
companypaidauto liability insurance whiledrivingon assigned shifts. Delivery driver
applicants must be atleast 18 years of age,have a current driver's license, a good driving
record and access to an automobile.
Ifinterested,please applyinperson at yournearest Godfather'sPizza.EOE.

GODFATHER'S
PIZZA
A Subsidiary of the Pillsbury Company
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is the day to vote !i!
Transfer
Representatives to the A.S.S.U Rep. Council. Vote
Final elections for the Freshmen and
-"
Bellarmine,
Chieftain,
and in the lower mall in front of the bookstore.
9 a m 7 P-m in

-

-

CfILENDfIR
UPCOMINGEVENTS FORHALLOWEEN
Today. October 28--Halloween movies in Bellarmine
)
Thursday- Oct 29~ Pumpkin carving contest inBellarmine. The contest begins at 6 p.m. and
S{\
prizes will be awarded and the pumpkin will be provided.
so on Thursday there will be a bus leaving Bellarmine at 7p.m. for the Haunted House trip. 7y \j
Friday. October 30-THE BNNIIRI Hfll IniIJFFN DBNrFM
U-S*
COSTUMES ARE MANDATORY!!!
FOOD AND DRINKS PROVIDED
"THE LOOK" WILL BE PROVIDING THE ENTERTAINMENT
AND DON'T MISS THE DOOR PRIZES!
THE DANCE WILL BE HELD IN CAMPION BALLROOM
BEGINNING AT 9P.M. TILL IA.M.
BE THERE FOR THE WILDEST NIGHTOF THE QUARTER!!!
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 31 -The residence halls will be having a party for kids in the
community. They will enjoy Trick or' Treating and skits.

-

si\\

////7rf Wednesday was a great success!!!
Ton^ entre a entertainedS.U. students informing them of Alcohol Abuse. Walter Armstrong gave
some of us the opportunity to become cultured. For those of you that could not make it,he played
some classical jazz for 2 hours in the Chieftain.
Finally, the Air Band contest was a great success. We had some terrific bands and the solos were
outstanding! We heard from the judges that it was a tough decision but John Lanket made it to Ist
place, taking with him 100 bucks!!! Seeing that this was such a success we will be having one in
tne Spring. Hope to see you there!!!
RCTIUITIES COUNCIL MEETING
The Activites Council Meeting is on for November 3rd at 1:00 p.m. in the Student Union Building,
2nd floor conference room. EVERYONEIS INVITED!!! FOOD AND REFRESHMENTS!
tayf

'

i

"

\.

T-SHIRTS
No Stress 'B7-88'
T-shirts are available until supply runs out! Get one NOW before you are stressed about not having
One" The COSt S Only 5 bucks Hurry tnev are 9°in9 fast!!!!!l
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A.S.S.U is looking for VOLUNTEERS....
~ Wild Wednesda y Director
"
setup and clean up crew.

i^
*~>v

-

IS getting better and better. If you would like to be an active part of this renewed spirit, the
Restructuring Subcommittee is looking for students, faculty and staff to help writethe codes and
constitution of A.S.S.U. All would be Jeffersons need apply!!
T^e orQan zat ona meeting for this important project will be at noon on Wednesday, November 4,
in room 205 of tne Student Union Building. Everyone is welcome!

' '

'
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New MBA director will
recruit students
By SHELLY L.McGILLIVARY
staff reporter

SHELLY L.MCGILLIVARY
staff reporter

Mary Conrad, Seattle University's
new director of the Master of Business
Administration program, plans to
actively recruit new students and help
place students in Seattle-area jobs after
graduation.
As director, she will also work on

maintaining enrollment by ensuring a
high quality of service and education for
current MBA students, she said. The
final fall quarter enrollment for the
program was 586, the highest MBA
enrollment in 20 years, according to
Conrad.
Conrad spends part of her job marketing SU's program, she explained. "I
want people to know about us and to
appreciate what we have to offer," she
said.
Now Conrad will be spending her
time "trying to get a feel for the product
and finding the best ways to promote
the program." She will be meeting with
each member of the Alber's School of
Business advisory board to get ideas and
advicefor theMBA program.
Conrad proposes that the program
develop an alumni organization, plan
placement activities, and start an
internship program. She also intends to
create new programs linkng current
students with MBA graduates.
Another one of Conrad's obligations
as director of theMBA programwill be

Mary Conrad will be new MBA director.
operations management, which means

. she must communicate with the bus-

iness school faculty to keep the program
running smoothly.
Conradis not new to SU. Seven years
ago she directed the Continuing
Education program, but she left that
post to get her second master's degree
from the University of Washington.
During this time she also had two
children and worked as a marketing
consultant.
"I am delighted to be back at Seattle
University, the faculty is a pleasure to
work with
" as wellas competent at what
they do, Conrad said of her return.
Conrad replaced David Carrithers,
former director of the MBA program.

Montana native registers for
her new SU post job
irom

page three

official notification."
Sullivan,thenew registrar, is a native
of Butte, Montana. She received her
undergraduate degreein English with a
Secondary Education option from
Carroll College, a prestigious Liberal
Arts school in Helena, Montana.
Sullivan has taught 7th grade students
in Dillon,Montana. "Anyone whoever
taught 7th graders,knows that there's no
sleeping at the switch. They're smart
kids." she said.
The last thing she thought of was a
career change.
"One year later," she said, "the
Academic Dean called and asked me to
become acting Registrar at Carroll

College." She had only been away from
her alma materfor fifteen months when
they offered her the permanent registrar
position. She stayed for fifteen years.
She said sherealized that, "when you
arein a business that issues credentials,
you had better have credentials
yourself."
So she was given a sabbatical to earn
her masters degreein higher education
administration at the University of
Washington.
She said, "Returning to college after
several years was a very difficult thing
to do. As a result, Ican now look at the
college student with more understanding."

CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

Easy Work! Excellent Pay!
Assemble prodUCtS at home. Call
for information. 312-741-8400
17
♥ /\A -7O-3
CXI.
I
Li.

S."' 2nd Floor EOE'

Jennerich heads Graduate
School
This fall the Seattle University
Graduate School said farewell to
Marylou Wyse and opened its doors to
Ed Jennerich, thenew Graduate School
dean.
So far Jennerich feels that "it's too
soon to tell" if there will be any major
changes in the Graduate School, but
does plan to continue with Wyse's
strategies to continue the Graduate
School's successrecord. "Ifeel fortunate
to follow someone who had the
Graduate School as organized as it is,"
said Jennerich.
Jennerich's goals are to develop new
strategies for marketing the graduate
program, and to make the most of its
budget by getting the largest amount of
marketing exposure possible. His long
range goals are to develop some new
graduate programs that will be
consistant to the admissions and goals
of the university.
The Graduate School would like to
"achieve a more visible presence in the
Seattle community," Jennerich said.
Newsletters andother literature are being
processed. A public open house was
held Wednesday,Oct. 21in theLemieux
Library to generate community interest
and createpotential student enrollment.

Ed Jennerich takes over for MarylouWise
as new GraduateSchooldean.

Though his roots lie in New York
City, Jennerich has lived everywhere
from Pittsburgh, where he receivedhis
Ph.D. in higher education at the
University of Pittsburgh, to Texas.
Jennerich's credentials include a
bachelor of arts in history from Trenton
State, and a master's degree in library
science at Drexel University. Jennerich
has been a professor of education at
Baylor University and dean of the
graduate school at Southern Connecticut
University.

Looking Ahead
TODAY
Finance club meeting today in Volpe
Room at noon.

Voter Awarness brown bag lunch today
at noon in the Student Union Building,
concerning candidates for the Nov. 3
election. James Hogan of the Political
Science Department will speak.
The Fall Open House is tonight from 7
p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

PIECORA'S
DELIVERS
NEW YORK
PIZZA
-

Yol Fresh andhotl New York 1V Pizza

Oct. 29
There will be a pumpkin carving contest
in the Bellarmine lobby at 6 p.m.,
on Oct.29,pumpkins will be provided.
If you want to visit a haunted house
there will be abus leaving Bellarmine at
7 p.m. on Oct 29.

pte for $8.00 right to your door.Or try
our hevty calzones. hot heros or
salads to go minimum delivery

-

-

order Is 8 bucks. Such a deall We're
open for lunch too so stooby.

14th and east Madison
Free Delivery

322-9411

Oct. 30

SERVICES

iS^"SSLsSrom-fliH-Slt?
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

Don't forgetabout theHalloween Dance
in Campion on Friday night at 9 p.m.
Donations for the United Way can be
made at the bookstore, Marketplace and
Chieftain until Oct. 30.

IW£#
■iFlWIIHT 800-351-0222
inCahf
Or,
(2131477-8226

rush $2 00 to: Essays & Reports
11322 ldah0 Ave #206SN'Los Ai>9«i«. ca90025
Custom research also available— all levels

Oct. 31
The YMCA will be having aHalloween

FOR RENT
1ST HILL, 2-BR APT. - 100%
FURN. Only need suitcase. Remod. Victorian, Quiet, frplc,
Bckyd. Ideal for visiting professor. $625. 232-5815.

-

TYPING/ WORD PROCESSING/

RESUMES. Five blocks from campus.
Sense of humor, some genius.
525-3081.
ij2 tickets for sale. Call after 10 p.m.
$200/OBO. 527-8807 leave name and
number.

Party on Oct.31 from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

For more information call322-6969.

H
no cash value
ANY 17" PIZZA
Limit onecoupon per partyper visit
OfferValid onlyat Piecorai on
14th andE.Madison
Offerexpire! 10-31-87

Free Parking in Rear

